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Can you think of a time when you were not bombarded by tons of banner ads 

when reading articles online? For most people, the answer is likely to be a 'No'.

Now more than ever, website owners are desperate for ad revenue and are forced to 

place several ads slots all around their website. While this strategy helps ad revenue 

grow significantly, it inevitably sacrifices website visitors' user experience and risks 

losing a tremendous amount of traffic.

Noticing this issue may backfire someday, more news media have begun 

implementing native ads to replace the disruptive banner ads in hopes of 

bringing website visitors back. This momentum results in native ads being 

more popular as compared to banner ads.

According to IAB Native Advertising Playbook, here's the key difference between native 

ads and traditional banner ads. "The distinction between native ads and standard ads 

is the ability of native to follow the natural design, location and ad behavior of the 

environment in which it was placed with the content that provides a relevant 

consumer experience in the context of the page the ad lives on."

Native ads, in most cases, appear in content 

recommendation widgets and in-feed content blocks 

on online news, magazines, and blogs.

Its non-intrusive design provides internet users with a better 

reading experience without forcibly interrupting users' browsing 

journey while users navigate on the internet.

What Is Native Advertising?



Why Should
You Choose 
Native Advertising? For example, native ads outperform banner ads in several key metrics, 

such as Bounce Rate and Average Session Duration on Google Analytics,

under the same condition.

Native ads allow advertisers to enlarge the upper sales funnel 
by acquiring better quality traffic.

1.

Native ads typically include the element of Media Buy and Audience Buy 

together, and this feature gives advertisers better control over where ads 

go and to whom ads are exposed.

Native ads enable advertisers to expose ads in the relevant article 
context and to the right target audience, which significantly 
decreases the risk of damaging brand safety.

2.

Banner blindness is now happening to a decent portion of internet users, and 

the number is expected to continue growing in the foreseeable future. People 

begin to unconsciously ignore banner-like information, not to mention clicking 

on banner ads. Natives ads rarely see this dilemma and are barely ignored.

People love native ads over banner ads.

3.



Built upon the foundation of personalized content recommendation technology, 

Dable has managed to partner with thousands of premium media outlets in Asia 

and has successfully expanded from Korea (HQ) to Japan, Indonesia, Malaysia, 

Vietnam, Singapore, Taiwan, and Hong Kong. 

Come join us and enjoy 

the power of Dable Ads!

Dable provides advertisers with an award-winning 

interface that allows advertisers to manage content, 

adjust audience targeting, and monitor performance 

all in the same place. On top of that, the machine 

learning-powered technology and the innovative 

personalization algorithm help advertisers 

ggain success in advertising campaigns. 

If your team has just entered a new 

marketplace in Asia, Dable is the perfect 

bridge for a soft launch.If your team has 

gotten decent traction and is considering 

to further cement its position as a market 

leader, Dable's premium ad network and 

pproprietary technology can empower you 

to reach your desired audience and grow 

your business.Dable has also recently launched the Dable Native 

Ad Exchange, the largest RTB-based Native Ads 

Exchange in Asia. Through Dable Native Ad Exchange, 

advertisers can execute advertisements more 

effectively by purchasing the desired ad units from 

a wide range of premium inventories across Asia.

About Dable Ads



Kohonjin is recognized as a leading cosmetics brand 
in several countries with its skin whitening 
and wrinkle repair product.

Marketer  |  Kohonjin

As Kohonjin utilized face-to-face sales strategy to sell products, the number of leads 
was paramount for sales. Traditional media channels, however, couldn't well satisfy 
Kohonjin’s need to collect leads. 

Kohonjin used media targeting and gender targeting to target middle-aged female 
readers with high purchase intent. Further to that, it increased bidding at media that 
performed the best to boost exposure rate. 

Client's overall CPA was maintained at a stable level after using Dable’s solution.
CPC decreased by 10 percent compared to existing banner ads.



Soohyun is an upper-class marriage consulting agency 
targeting white-collar professionals in Korea with 
a nearly perfect satisfaction rate.

Jung Woo-Jung  |  Marketing Team, Soohyun

Soohyun realized traditional media channels could not engage 
prospects well enough as marriage consulting service required 
more in-depth communication with customers.

Soohyun devised a landing page that consisted of a personality test to engage 
prospects in a more interactive way. It also used media targeting and contextual 
targeting to ensure ads were exposed to the right article context.

Soohyun’s campaign showed higher CTR and lower CPC, 
compared to existing banner ads, and acquired 
a substantial number of leads.



Kixx is the engine oil brand of GS Caltex, 
which exports oil products to 
63 countries around the world.

Lee Sang-geun  |  Marketing Strategy Team, Kixx

Kixx would like to better engage customers with informative blog content 
and thereby enhance customers’ trust toward its brand.

Kixx used interest targeting to ensure its ads reached the relevant group of 
audience. Further to that, Kixx uploaded different content for A/B testing 
to figure out which one performed the best. 

CTR increased by 20 percent, compared to existing banner ads, 
while CPC cost decreased by 30 percent.
Number of new visitors increased 1.5 times.



Selected as the top 100 recommended snacks 
by the Taiwan Chamber of Commerce, JKC Food swiftly 
gained popularity in Taiwan with its signature Money Crackers.

Mr. Yeh  |  General Manager, JKC Food

Given that acquiring new visitors has become increasingly expensive on other ad 
networks and the cost per order continued to surge, it was imperative for JKC 
Food to explore other quality traffic sources to improve their conversion rate.

JKC Food leveraged Dable’s finance and management publishers to target 
corporate prospects. They also utilized Dable’s UTM Dynamic Variable and 
gender targeting to expose ads to potential customers with higher purchase intent. 

The overall Average Duration increased substantially by 72% and the Bounce 
Rate decreased by 11%. Most importantly, JKC Food saw substantial 
growth in both number of orders and conversion rate.



AZ Financial Service, a top 3 insurance company 
in Korea, is an insurance agency providing 
integrated insurance solutions.

Kim Hyun-ah  |  Marketing Team, AZ Financial Service

Despite achieving sales targets every year, AZ Financial Service needed to generate 
more leads to maintain its growth. AZ Financial Service struggled to acquire 
new customers while maintaining CPA at its expected target.

AZ Financial Service presented informative content and easy-to-digest information 
regarding insurance policy on the landing page to enhance visitors' interest. 
AZ Financial Service further utilized Dable’s media targeting and audience 
target functions to expose ads to the select group.

AZ Financial Service's total CPL decreased by 13%.



Talent Bank is a leading talent-matching platform that 
connects top-class experts in different fields with companies 
that are looking for seasoned professionals.

Shin Seungmyeong  |  Business Planning Team, Talent Bank

Since Talent Bank’s service is focused on business customers—CEOs in particular—
it was not easy to find and target right prospects. Another challenge was to attract 
the target's click while making conversions.

Talent Bank used keyword targeting and media targeting to ensure its ads 
were exposed to the right target audience in the relevant context. It also set 
informative Naver posts as the landing page to spark reader's interest.

The number of sign-ups increased by 80%. Ads showed 20% lower CPA 
compared to the existing ad channels. The quality of leads improved dramatically.



Crazy Skin is a cosmetics brand developed by experts 
based on their expertise on the global cosmetics industry.

Kim Ga-hee  |  Marketing Team, Crazy Skin

Crazy Skin found it difficult to acquire new customers in traditional media channels, 
and it aimed to expand to different ad inventories to reach more potential customers.

Crazy Skin utilized interest targeting to ensure ads were shown in the relevant article 
context and to users who shared the same interest. Additionally, it leveraged media 
targeting to allocate budget to the ones that brought the best performance in purchase 
numbers and excluded under-performing ones from the exposure list.  

Crazy Skin saw a significant increase in the number of new customers and conversion 
rate for online purchase on Dable was 70% higher than other media channels.



D'zero King is a premium dietary supplement company 
providing a quick, easy and healthy way of achieving fitness.

Lee Je-In  |  Advertising Planning Team, TheJoenMedia

D'zero King had concerns on whether search and social ads could successfully generate 
quality leads. The company needed a platform that engages customers in a better way.

D'zero King installed Dable Smart Tracking Script to track users' digital footprint on the 
website for auto-optimization. It further used media targeting to increase bidding 
on well-performing media.

Conversion rate for lead generation on Dable was 200% higher than other media 
and native ad channels. Conversion rate for sales was significantly higher 
than other media channels, too.



JustCo is a Singapore-based leading workspace brand 
with 40 locations across Asia Pacific.

Waby Liu  |  Marketing Manager, JustCo Taiwan

JustCo found its CPL on social ads increasingly high nowadays.
To deal with this situation, it was looking for an alternative media 
channel that could generate sufficient numbers of leads at a lower cost.

JustCo utilized Dable UTM Dynamic Variable to closely monitor user 
behavior on Google Analytics and leveraged media targeting to increase 
bidding price on well-performing media accordingly. It also used geo 
targeting to expose ads to designated areas within the vicinity of its 
co-working spaces.

JustCo saw substantial increase in lead generation from organic sources. 
On top of that, CPL on Dable was significantly lower than social ads by 25%.



Dable's Smart Tracking Script greatly helps with auto-optimization of ad 

delivery and is strongly recommended to be installed for all advertisers. 

Dable ads drive quality traffic to advertisers' websites and help 

increase overall e-commerce conversion rate.

Dable ads can successfully enlarge the upper sales funnel 

by acquiring new visitors with the most conversion potential.

Dable ads’ targeting functions include media targeting, audience targeting, 

geo targeting, contextual targeting, language targeting, etc.

Once they start to use Dable ads, advertisers see substantial increase 

in organic traffic and direct traffic.



https://dable.io/en/dable-contact-en/
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